TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS
International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds of
highly credible sources inside American and European Intelligence
Agencies and INTERPOL -- reporting what is really going on behind
the scenes of the controlled MSM cover up propaganda of on-going
massive deceptions and illusions.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE-GATE
IS NOW
CLINTON-BUSH DIEBOLD-GATE
“THE CRYING GAME”
By Tom Heneghan

It can now be reported that Marianne Pernold, the woman who
asked the question of unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary
Rodenhurst Clinton that prompted Hillary’s scripted emotional
response, actually worked for the Bill Clinton campaign in the
1992 New Hampshire Primary organizing house parties.
When Marianne Pernold says she voted for Barack Obama don’t
be fooled. This is a typical Clinton-Bush Crime Syndicate false
flag designed to disguise their treachery and Machiavellian
tactics.
AND NOW IT GETS WORSE!

Evidence is mounting that the use of Diebold electronic
voting machines were used with the assistance of the NSA
and Westar satellites to steal the New Hampshire Primary
on behalf of Bush Crime Family business partner and PRO
Iraq war unelectable Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton.
As reported tonight on Keith Olbermann’s MSNBC
Countdown, Barack Obama carried ALL counties in New
Hampshire with paper ballots while Hillary allegedly
carried all the counties with Diebold machines.
Sources close to U.S. and French Intelligence report that a
computer program of 7 to 1 was installed into certain
Diebold machines in specific selected New Hampshire
counties favoring the tally of the unelectable PRO Iraq war
Hillary.
Between 8:00 and 8:30 p.m. EST on New Hampshire
Primary election night, CNN showed Senator Obama with a
38% to 33% lead and a 1,500 vote edge in the actual vote
tally.
This lasted for 15 seconds and immediately CNN showed
Hillary back in front by 3%.
AND, OF COURSE, IT GETS EVEN WORSE!
In the same half an hour time period, CNN, i.e. Diebold,
showed an additional 2,500 votes added to unelectable
Hillary’s total vote count while the vote tally of Senator
Obama remained static with zero votes added to his total.
That folks is typical of Diebold electronic rotation, i.e.

VOTE FRAUD.
Reference: This tactic was used in both the 2000
Presidential Election in Florida and the 2004 President
Election in Ohio favoring the unelected occupunk and U.S.
dictator George W. Bushfraud.
P.S. Daddy Bush’s little bitch, Bill Clinton, i.e. serial rapist,
recently had dinner in Washington, D.C. with current CIA
chieftain and former head of the NSA Michael Hayden in
which the use of Westar satellites in the New Hampshire
Primary was discussed.
Also present at the dinner was former Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright, i.e. Half-bright.
Item: Albright, current Hillary campaign consultant, was a
coordinator of the Bush-Clinton “TRUE COLORS”
assassination teams that murdered former CIA Director
William Colby, assassinated John F. Kennedy Jr. and
attempted to assassinate then Vice President Albert Gore
Jr. by vectoring his Air Force II airplane over Chicago
O’Hare airport in 1999.
Not to be left out of the mix, occupunk George W.
Bushfraud was recently in Chicago discussing with a major
Chicago brokerage firm the use of their electronic trading
platform as a conduit to be used with Diebold on the behalf
of Hillary’s election project in New Hampshire.
Remember our previous briefing when we warned you that
the Mitt Romney commercials, which reflected the word
“RATS”, was a warning from patriotic U.S. intelligence that
massive election fraud was about to occur in the New
Hampshire Primary.

Reference: The interface of the word “RATS” first surfaced
in the George W. Bush 2000 Presidential Election
commercials that tried to warn then Vice President Albert
Gore Jr. that the year 2000 Presidential Election was about
to be stolen.
P.P.S. Tom Brokaw of NBC, Chris aka Chrissy Pooh Matthews of
MSNBC, Hillary Clinton’s little bitch, and Wolf Blitzer of CNN, were
well aware 48 hours in advance of the black ops election project
that was about to occur in New Hampshire.
Brokaw, Matthews and Blitzer were briefed by the Bush-Clinton
Denver, Colorado-based FBI Division 5’s William Morris Agency.
How dare you, you conspiratorial
tyrants and kings and notable queens!
One final note: Unelected occupunk George W. Bushfraud
is now in Israel where many of the year 2000 Presidential
Election fraud projects originated and were tested with the
assistance of known Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate
MOSSAD bagman Mel Sembler.
REMEMBER: THE BUSH-CLINTON CRIME SYNDICATE MUST
TRY TO STAY IN CONTROL OF THE U.S. JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT AS THEY FACE MASSIVE PROSECUTIONS FOR
HIGH TREASON AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.

NOTICE: Occasionally the Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate controlled NSA and FBI Division 5 invade this
intelligence blog changing or removing images, pictures
and phraseology for the purpose of trying to keep you, the
American People, ill-informed.

Make special note of the pics and images they remove off
these briefings and/or are scrubbing off the internet.
So be patient folks, every time they break the law we log
and record. We promise you that we will continue to
identify the enemies of the American Republic and the
American Revolution in the 21st Century and annihilate
them.

*** A REMINDER: Homosexual gays and lesbians who are "IN-THECLOSET" are a MAJOR THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY
being vulnerable to blackmail and extortion by self-serving, hostile
entities against the safety, security, sovereignty and best interests
of the American People.

CLARIFICATION: Patriotic, God-loving, peaceful Jewish People are
NOT the same as the war mongering ZIONIST KHAZAR JEWS.

